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Foreword  

This document describes the use of SP-
Line – The Complete System for the 
Facade. Although it forms the basis for 
proper planning and classical applica-
tion solutions, it is no more than a guide 
for users. The detailed drawings included 
here describe solutions which are feasi-
ble at a practical level. 

We should like to explicitly point out that 
in actual practice it may not be possible 
to create the type of cladding illustrated 
in this document – or not to their full ex-
tent. In this context every situation should 
be examined in detail by the planner in 
charge. It is necessary here to take ac-
count of the system-specific effects on 
the property and local/climatic condi-
tions as well as the requirements in terms 
of building physics. Compliance with the 
application techniques and specifications 
described here does not release users 
from any responsibility in this regard. 

This document is based on our practi-
cal experience and represents the latest 
findings from research and development, 
recognised standards and state-of-the-
art technology. We reserve the right to 
make changes at any time in the course 
of further development. 

Please also note our information on the 
material and its processing on our web-
sites.

IIf you have any queries or suggestions, 
please contact your customer advisor or 
get in touch with your local RHEINZINK 
sales office. All contact data can be found 
on our homepage www.rheinzink.com/
contact

Datteln, May 2020
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PRODUCT LINES
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1.  Function of rear-ventilated  
Facades

 ■ Windproof Building Envelope
 ■ Weather Protection
 ■ Moisture
 ■ Thermal Economy
 ■  Fire Protection
 ■ Rear-Ventilation
 ■ Air Intake and Exhaust Openings
 ■ Soundproofing

The rear-ventilated facade is a multi-
layered system, which, when designed 
properly, guarantees permanent func-
tional capability. By functional capabil-
ity, we mean that all requirements per-
taining to structural physics are met.  This 
is described in detail below.

By separating the rainscreen facade from 
the thermal insulation and suppor ting 
structure, the building is protected from 
the weather.

he supporting outer walls and the insula-
tion remain dry and thus fully functional. 
Even when driving rain pene trates open 
joints, it is quickly dried out as a result of 
the air circulation in the ventilation space. 
The bracket-mounted rear-ventilated fa-
cade protects the components from se-
vere temperature influence. Heat loss in 
the winter and too much heat gain in the 
summer are prevented.

Thermal bridges can be reduced consi-
derably.

In the case of rounded parapets and dor-
mer girders, the substructure and thermal 
insulation should be protected from pen-
etrating moisture with a suitable layer.

1.1 Windproof Building Envelope
This does not apply to the rear-ventilated 
facade, as this component itself cannot 
be windproof.
The building must be windproof before 
the rear-ventilated facade is installed. A 
solid brick or concrete wall will ensure 
that the building is windproof. Penetra-
tions (e.g. windows, ventilation pipes, 
etc.) must be sealed from the building 
component to the supporting structure. In 
the case of a skeleton construction, the 
wall surface must also be sealed.
If the building envelope is improperly 
sealed (wind suction, wind pressure), 
there is a high degree of ventilation/en-
ergy loss, which, along with drafts, cre-
ates unpleasant room temperature. Dew 
or condensation can be expected on the 
leeward side of the building.
Air circulation in the room should be 
provided through air conditioning or by 
opening the windows.

1.2 Weather Protection
Rear-ventilated facade cladding protects 
the supporting structure, the water-proo-
fed thermal facade insulation, and the 
substructure, from the weather.
Bracket-mounted rear-ventilated fa cades 
provide a high degree of protection from 
driving rain.
Because of the physical structure, it is im-
possible for the rain or capillary water 
transfer to reach the insulating layers. 
Furthermore, moisture can always be 
drawn out through the ventilation space. 
This allows the insulating layers to dry 
out quickly, without impeding thermal 
insulation.

1.3 Moisture
Rear-ventilated facade cladding pro-
vides protection from driving rain and 
moisture. Moisture penetration as a result 
of diffusion does not occur in the rear-
ventilated facade.
When the supporting structure is wind-
proof, the diffusion current density is too 
small to cause the dew point tem perature 
to drop.

BUILDING PHYSICS
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1.4 Thermal Economy
In order to understand the thermal eco-
nomy of the rear-ventilated facade, we 
must first consider the various heat flow 
rates, as well as the air exchange be-
tween the rear-ventilation space and the 
outside air, separately, in terms of struc-
tural physics.

1.4.1 Thermal Insulation
In the winter, heat flow from the inside to 
the outside is referred to as a heat trans-
fer co-efficient (U-value). 
The smaller the value, the smaller the 
quan tity of heat escaping to the outside.  
The U-value is determined by the heat 
conductivity of the thermal insulation and 
insulation thickness.

The high-grade thermal insulation is a 
contribution to environ mental protec tion 
and pays for itself in a relatively short 
period of time through low heat ing costs.

1.4.2 Summer thermal Insulation
Summer thermal insulation should pro-
vide comfort: The amount of heat flowing 
from the outside to the inside sh ould re-
main as small as possible. Proper ther mal 
insulation, as well as a certain mass in the 
construction itself, will  help to achieve 
this objective.
The advantage of a bracket-mounted, 
rear-ventilated facade, is that a large 
portion of the heat which streams onto 
the cladding is diverted through con-
vective air exchange. 

1.4.3 Thermal Bridges
Thermal bridges are elements of the 
buil ding envelope, that have high ther-
mal conductivity (have high U-values) 
and are continuous from the warm side 
to the cold side of the thermal insulation.  
Apart from general design-dependent 
thermal bridges of a building, e.g. pro-
truding balconies, the installation of the 
substructure must be taken into account 
in the case of a rear-ventilated facade.  
Thermal bridges can be reduced signifi-
cantly by installing an insulating strip be-
tween the supporting structure and the 
substructure (thermal break).
Proper installation of the insulation re-
duces the formation of thermal brid ges.

1.5 Fire Protection
Metal facades with a metal substructure 
and appropriate fasteners meet the high-
est requirements for non-combustibility 
(Building Material Class A1, DIN 4102). 
In the case of bracket-mounted, rear-
ventilated facades, it may be necessary 
to install firestops.

1.6  Rear-Ventilation
The free ventilation cavity between the 
facade cladding and the layer behind it 
must be at least 20 mm. Tolerances and 
plumbness of the building must be taken 
into account. In some places, this rear-
ventilation space may be reduced locally 
up to 5 mm – e.g. by means of the sub-
structure or the unevenness of the walls.

1.6.1  Air Intake and Exhaust  
Openings

The rear-ventilation space requires in-
take and exhaust vent openings. These 
openings must be designed so that their 
functionality is guaranteed for the lifetime 
of the building. It cannot be hindered 
through dirt or other external influences. 
The openings are located at the lowest 
and highest point of the facade cladding, 
as well as in windowsill and window lin-
tel areas, and penetrations. In the case of 
higher, multi-storey buildings, additional 
intake and exhaust vent openings should 
be provided (e.g. at each floor).

1.7 Soundproofing
To prove that a facade design is sound-
proof, the entire wall structure, as well 
as each building component (windows, 
etc.) must be defined. The use of proper 
static fasteners will prevent any potential 
noise development as a result of the clad-
ding.

BUILDING PHYSICS
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PROFILE GEOMETRY

2. RHEINZINK-SP-Line 

2.1 Profile Geometry
Material thickness 
s = 0.70 mm

Cover width of SP-Line Weight
s = 0.70 mm

 350 mm 7.20 kg/m2 

Application for outside Areas
 ■ Facades
 ■ Gable wall claddings
 ■ Soffits
 ■ Rounded parapets
 ■ Dormers
 ■ Fascias

Fasteners
The basic panels are fastened with self-
drilling screws that are fastened along a 
line marked with centre punches sitting 
above the reinforcing corrugation. Addi-
tional brackets or clips are not required.

Technical Data
Surface RHEINZINK-
 prePATINA blue-grey
Coverage area
with basic panel 1.05 m²
Profile length 3000 mm
Profile width 400 mm 
Cover width 350 mm
Profile height 15 mm
Scope of delivery 3 panels 
 per carton, incl. fasteners

Tolerances
According to Works Standard WN 21

Installation
By “inserting“ the next row of panels, 
the fasteners of the row beneath are 
concealed. Panel geometry ensures that 
the panels are inserted completely so 
that they cannot be leveraged out. Pan-
el length is strictly limited to 3000 mm 
maximum due to thermal expansion and 
contraction.
The connection profiles, e.g. lintel pro-
files and jamb profiles on windows and 
doors, corner profiles, joint profile spans, 
etc. are installed first.

System profile, grid System profile, illustration of 
panel connection
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Then the basic panels are cut and the 
reference surface is clad quickly and 
simply. Using suitable tools, the trades-
man machines the individual lateral, 
longitudinal or diagonal profiles and 
notches on the construction site. We rec-
ommend using a circular saw with a hack 
saw blade and stop bar to cut to length. 
A cordless screwdriver is required to fix 
the basic panels directly.The RPM is set 
so that the sealing washer of the screws, 
which are included in the delivery, are 
slightly compressed after installation. A 
suitable Torx-bit is included in the scope 
of delivery.
Perforated connection profiles are fas-
tened with self-drilling screws; all other 
connection profiles are fastened conven-
tionally, using roofing nails.
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STATICS

2.2 Static Design 
With the RHEINZINK-SP-Line System, 
the designer has the option of realiz-
ing grid dimensions up to 3000 mm in 
length. The width of the basic panel is 
350 mm.

The span tables for profiles are based 
on DIN 18807-2 for cross-section prop-
erties.

Technical Approval
The RHEINZINK-SP-Line System is sub-
ject to EN 14782 and is approved for 
use with substructure spacing ≤ 1.00 m 
(other support spacing possible on re-
quest). In Germany the facade system 
is additionally governed by the Con-
struction Products List B, Part 1 (edition 
2015/2), section 1.0 relating to con-
struction products subject to harmonised 
standards according to the Construction 
Products Directive, section 1.4.10.1 Self-
supporting roof covering and wall clad-
ding elements for interior and exterior 
application made of sheet metal. 

Span width in m 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20

permissible wind load in kN/m2

■ 3.15 2.62 2.25 1.91 1.51 1.22 1.01 0.85

■ ■ 2.20 1.83 1.57 1.37 1.22 1.10 1.00 0.92

■ ■ ■ 2.50 2.08 1.78 1.56 1.39 1.25 1.14 1.04

SP-Line basic profile. s = 0.70 mm

Basis for calculation: Uniformly distributed load, including profile dead load
Safety factor: 1.50
Yield limit: 100 N/mm²
Width of support profile: ≥ 60 mm
DIN 18807-2/experimental testing at the University of Karlsruhe, 
taking into account the DIN 18800-1 safety concept.

Units for Loads and Strength
Permissible loads and force are given in 
kN/m2 in the calculation tables. Deflec-
tion values in relation to span width are 
given for single-, double- or multiple-span 
conditions.
The following symbol is used in the illus-
tration:
Single-span ■

Double-span ■ ■

Multiple-span ■ ■ ■
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Schleswig-
Holstein

Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern

Niedersachsen

Bremen

Hamburg

Berlin

Brandenburg
Sachsen-
Anhalt

Sachsen

Thüringen

Nordrhein-
Westfalen

Hessen

Rheinland-
Pfalz

Saarland

Bayern

Baden-
Württemberg

Wind zone 1 Wind zone 2 Wind         zone 3
Area segmentation A B A B A B

Wind load in kN/m2 1.10 0.80 1.43 1.04 1.76 1.28

max. support span in m 1.10 1.20 0.70 1.00 0.60 0.80

STATICS

Simplified area segmentation for vertical walls with a building height of h ≤ 10.0 m

Space between fasteners, resp. span of support for aluminium or wood substructures, support width ≥ 60 mm,
Fastening with EJOT® stainless steel screws SAPHIR Self-drilling screw JT4-FR-2-4,9*35-E11

e/5

A B B

e/5

A

e/5

A

e/5

A

b or d b or d
e = b or 2h, the smaller value is decisive

h

h

Wind zone 1

Wind zone 2

Wind zone 3

Wind zone 4

Note:
In order to calculate the space between 
fasteners/support in wind zone 4, static 
proof of stability pertaining to the project 
in question is required.

If the building project is on the border 
of two wind zones, please contact your 
RHEINZINK representative for the cor-
rect calculation.
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2.3 Substructures
The design of the facade determines the 
layout of the substructure. In order to de-
termine the position of the substructure 
with certainty, the facade must be desi-
gned prior to installation.  

For applications such as facades, dor-
mers, fascias and gable walls, a dry 
timber substructure with a support of  
≥ 60 mm is suitable when installing the 
RHEINZINK-SP-Line. For cladding lar-
ge surfaces and multi-storey facades, 
substructures made up of two-part or 
multi-part aluminium metal systems  
(2 mm thick) are best. These systems 
allow for problem-free equalization of 
building tolerances.
If the basic panel protrudes more than 
300 mm, additional support is required.

2.4 Fasteners
The basic panels are fastened with self-
drilling screws that are fastened along a 
line marked with centre punches sitting 
above the reinforcing corrugation.
By “inserting“ the next row of panels, 
the fasteners of the row beneath are 
concealed. They guarantee long-term 
function capability of the system and are 
included in the scope of delivery, along 
with the suitable Torx-bit.
Fasteners in the substructure must be at 
least 10 mm from the edge.

EJOT® SAPHIR  stainless Steel 
self-drilling Screw JT3-FR-2-4,9*

Area of application
Use self-drilling screws to fasten

 ■ Aluminium profile sheets 
 ■ Facade sheets

to 
 ■ Timber substructures
 ■ Aluminium substructures 2,0 mm
 ■ Steel substructures 1.5 mm

Properties
 ■ A2 stainless steel 
 ■ Stainless steel sealing washer
 ■ Sealing washer, securely connected
 ■ Thread according to DIN 7998

Marking Ø x 

mm

Length 

mm

Drill capacity
tI + tII
mm

Clamping
thickness

mm

Drive

* JT3-FR-2-4,9 4.8 35 2.0 30 TORX® T25

Multi-part timber substructure

Two-part metal substructure

SUBSTRUCTURES
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Longitudinal connection – joint profile

Longitudinal connection –  
slave profile for vertical application

Longitudinal connection –  
slave profile for horizontal application

CONNECTION PRINCIPLES

2.5 Connection Principles

2.5.1 Horizontal longitudinal  
  Connection – vertical Joint 
Facade cladding is designed as a multi-
span system using overlapping vertical 
joint profiles. The ends of the panel are 
inserted laterally into the joint profile 
and thus concealed. The use of vertical 
joints reinforces the vertical segmentation 
of the facade, facilitates efficient area 
installation and functions as a design 
component.

Note: 
Functioning Principle of Connection 
Profiles
Vertical joints and outside/inside corner 
profiles are equipped with butt joints at 
the plant so that each individual profile 
can be connected with a 10 mm joint 
without any difficulty.

2.5.2 Longitudinal Connection –
  Slave Profile
Alternatively, a longitudinal connection 
of the basic panels is created using a 
slave profile. The result: an aesthetically 
pleasing reserved joint design, which 
underscores the horizontal or vertical 
orientation of the panels. The slave pro-
file is always fastened on one side of the 
panel with an adhesive strip, which has 
been mounted at the plant. It is underlap-
ping when used with horizontal cladding 
and overlapping when used with vertical 
cladding.
The butt joints are 15 - 20 mm wide.

2.5.3 Vertical longitudinal
  Connection – Cornice Profile
Using a cornice profile for vertical clad-
ding produces a horizontally structured 
facade image. The vertically installed 
basic profiles are restricted by horizon-
tally running cornice profiles – a design 
element that underscores horizontal seg-
mentation.

Longitudinal connection – 
cornice profile
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1/2 staggered joints

Installation using vertical profiles

Random structure

DESIGN OPTIONS

2.6 Design Options
The RHEINZINK-SP-Line is a complete 
system made of RHEINZINK-prePATINA 
blue-grey. It opens up diverse design 
options within the framework of facade 
structuring and can be installed both 
horizontally and vertically. In so doing, 
panels are inserted one into the other, 
then fastened with self-drilling screws.
Versatile connection profiles allow the 
tradesperson to realize detail solutions 
efficiently and economically.
It is the details that characterize and sus-
tain facade design. Special profiles are 
used for corners, reveals, as well as con-
nections and terminations. The RHEIN-
ZINK-SP-Line consists of pre-fabricated, 
coordinated connection profiles that 
facilitate and secure detail design. This 
is realized using the “insert and cover“ 
principle.

2.6.1  Design Options for  
horizontal Application

Staggered Joint Design, even 
Segmentation of Butt Joints
The seam will be implemented with a 
slave profile that corresponds to the ge-
ometry of the panel. Aesthetically speak-
ing, it is a very conservative joint design. 
The horizontal orientation of the panels 
is strongly emphasized.

”Random Structure“
Staggered vertical joints make the fa-
cades come to life. The 3 m long basic 
panels are installed without ends and cut 
where the cladding surface ends. The 
end of the panel is used in the next row 
of panels as the starter panel. The result 
is scrap-free installation.

Installation with vertical Joints
A clear vertical segmentation of the hori-
zontal design emerges. The combi nation 
of window reveal – and vertical joints al-
lows for unique design options.
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Random structure

Installation with cornice profiles

2.6.2 Design Options for vertical  
  Application

“Random Structure”
The staggered butt joints make the fa-
cades come to life. The “random struc-
ture” provides for scrap-free installation 
without end.

Installation with Cornice Profiles
Horizontal segmentation of vertical fa-
cade cladding is achieved by using the 
cornice profile. The combination of a lin-
tel profile for windows and doors with the 
cornice profile, allows for unique design 
possibilities.

DESIGN OPTIONS
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DESIGN
OVERVIEW 

2.7 Design, horizontal Application

Horizontal Sections

Vertical Sections

Detail H1: Outside corner profile

Detail H4: Vertical joint profile

Detail V2: Termination profile

Detail H2: Inside corner profile

Detail V3: Lintel profile

Detail V5: Plug-in profile

Detail V1: Base profile

Detail H3: Jamb profile

Detail V4: Wall coping
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Detail H1: Outside Corner Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 e Outside corner profile
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

DESIGN 
DETAIL H1, OUTSIDE CORNER PROFILE

  

50e

23

25

30a

50a

21b

21d

21d/25
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Detail H2: Inside Corner Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 f Inside corner profile
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

DESIGN
DETAIL H2, INSIDE CORNER PROFILE

  

21b

23

25

21d/25

21d

50f 50a

30a
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Detail H3:Jamb Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 d Jamb profile 
 h Receiver strip, with sealant tape
18 Support Profile
 b Aluminium
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
24 Window Foil
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

DESIGN
DETAIL H3, JAMB PROFILE

  

50d

23

25

30a

50a

21b 18b

21d

21d/25

50h

24
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Detail H4: Vertical Joint Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 b Slave profile
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

DESIGN
DETAIL H4, VERTICAL JOINT PROFILE

50b

23

25

50a

30a

21b

21d

21d/25
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Detail V1: Base Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 h Receiver strip, with sealant tape
 i  Base profile horizontal,  

partly perforated
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

DESIGN
DETAIL V1, BASE PROFILE

  

  

50i

232550a

21b

30a

21d

21d/25

50h
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DESIGN 
DETAIL V2, TERMINATION PROFILE

Detail V2: Termination Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 b  Termination profile,  

partly perforated
16 RHEINZINK-Building profile
 k Window sill coping
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
24 Window Foil
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

  

16k

2325

50a

21b

30a

21d

21d/25

50g

24
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DESIGN 
DETAIL V3, LINTEL PROFILE

Detail V3: Lintel Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 h Receiver strip, with sealant tape
 i  Base profile horizontal,  

partly perforated
18 Support Profile
 b Aluminium
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
24 Window Foil
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

  

50j

23

24

2550a

30a

21b 21d

21d/25

50h

18b
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DESIGN
DETAIL V4, WALL COPING

Detail V4: Wall Coping

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
16 RHEINZINK- Building profile
 m Wall coping
18 Support Profile
 b Aluminium
19 Underlay
 a Structured Underlay VAPOZINC
20 Substructure
 d Wood, wedge board
 f  OSB/veneer plywood sheath-

ing, thickness min. 22 mm
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

Edging according to specified  
measurements

  

18b

50a
21b

30a

25

16m 19a 20f

20d

≥ 3°

21d

21d
25

23
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DESIGN
DETAIL V5, PLUG-IN PROFILE

Detail V5: Plug-in Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 c Plug-in profile
16 RHEINZINK - Building profile
 f Base trim
 j Fascia profile
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm
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SP-LINE, DESIGN AND APPLICATION

DESIGN
OVERVIEW

  Detail V3: Cornice profile

Detail H2: End profile

Detail V2: Window sill coping

2.8 Design, vertikale Application

Detail H4: Gable starter profile

Detail V1: Base-/lintel profilel

Detail V4: Wall coping

  Detail H1: Outside corner profile

Detail H5: Starter profile

Detail H3: Jamb profile

Horizontal Sections

Vertical Sections
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Detail H1: Outside Corner Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 e Outside corner profile
 n Starter profile, vertical
 o End profile, vertical
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

DESIGN
DETAIL H1, OUTSIDE CORNER PROFILE
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SP-LINE, DESIGN AND APPLICATION

Detail H2: End Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 b Slave profile
 o End profile vertical
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

DESIGN
DETAIL H2, END PROFILE
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SP-LINE, DESIGN AND APPLICATION

2121

Detail H3: Jamb Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 d Jamb profile
 h Receiver strip, with sealant tape
 o End profile vertical
18 Support Profile
 b Aluminium
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
24 Window Foil
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

DESIGN
DETAIL H3, JAMB PROFILE
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SP-LINE, DESIGN AND APPLICATION

Detail H4: Gable Starter Profile
 
50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 m Gable starter profile vertical
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm

DESIGN
DETAIL H4, GABLE STARTER PROFILE
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SP-LINE, DESIGN AND APPLICATION

Detail H5: tarter Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 b Slave profile
 n Starter profile vertical
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
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DESIGN
DETAIL H5, STARTER PROFILE
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DESIGN
DETAIL V1, BASE-/LINTEL PROFILE

Detail V1: Base-/Lintel Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel 
 h Receiver strip, with sealant tape 
 k  Base/lintel profile vertical,  

partly perforated
18 Support Profile
 b Galvanised steel 
21 Batten/Squared Timber 
 b 40/60 mm 
 d 60/60 mm 
23 Supporting Structure 
24 Window Foi l
25 Thermal Insulation 
30 Ventilated Air Space 
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm
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DESIGN
DETAIL V2, WINDOW SILL COPING

Edging according to specified  
measurements 

16k
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Detail V2: Window Sill Coping

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
16 RHEINZINK - Building profile
 k Window sill coping
18 Support Profile
 a Galvanised steel
19 Separating Layer
 a  Structured underlay  

VAPOZINC
20 Substructure
 f  OSB/veneer plywood sheath-

ing, thickness min. 22 mm
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
24 Window Foil
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm
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DESIGN
DETAIL V3, CORNICE PROFILE

Detail V3: Cornice Profile

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
 l Cornice profile
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated Air Space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm50l
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SP-LINE, DESIGN AND APPLICATION

Edging according to specified  
measurements 

DESIGN
DETAIL V4, WALL COPING
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Detail V4: Wall Coping

50 RHEINZINK-SP-Line
 a Basic panel
16 RHEINZINK- Building profile
 m Wall coping
18 Support Profile
 b Aluminium
19 Separating Layer
 a Structured underlay VAPOZINC
20 Substructure
 d Wood, wedge board
 f  OSB/ veneer plywood sheath-

ing, thickness min. 22 mm
21 Batten/Squared Timber
 b 40/60 mm
 d 60/60 mm
23 Supporting Structure
25 Thermal Insulation
30 Ventilated air space
 a Depth of air space ≥ 20 mm
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REFERENCE PROJECTS
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REFERENCE PROJECTS
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SP-LINE, DESIGN AND APPLICATION

ILLUSTRATIONS

Title: Private Residence, Schmerlitz, Germany
RHEINZINK-work done by: Komplett-Dach Wittichenau GmbH, Wittichenau, Germany

1./7. Private Residence, Unterschneidheim, Germany
RHEINZINK-work done by: Flaschnerei Stelzer, Ellwangen-Neunheim, Germany

2. Apartment Building, Hannover, Germany
RHEINZINK-work done by: Dachdeckerei Peter Bonse, Schellerten, Germany

3. Private Residence, Hüttlingen/Seitzberg, Germany
RHEINZINK-work done by: Flaschnerei Stelzer, Ellwangen-Neunheim, Germany

4. Private Residence, Essenrode, Germany
RHEINZINK-work done by: Siegfried Waldmann Dach und Fassade GmbH, Meinersen, Germany

5. Office Building, Hamburg, Germany
RHEINZINK-work done by: Peter Bendig & Söhne GmbH, Hamburg, Germany

6. Residential and Commercial Building, Lehrte, Germany
RHEINZINK-work done by: Laue Bedachungen GmbH, Burgwedel, Germany

8. Gable Cladding at Private Residence 
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RHEINZINK GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1452
45705 Datteln
Germany

Tel.:  +49 2363 605 - 0
Fax:  +49 2363 605 - 209

info@rheinzink.de
www.rheinzink.com


